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Instructions
Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) is an enterprise modelling methodology
for human interaction and co-production modelling, analysing, and representing of business processes. When
operation of an enterprise runs according to the DEMO models, a large amount of precise operational data is
collected. The goal of this thesis is to provide managers with a comprehensive graphical overview of this
data in order to make important decisions about an operation of an enterprise.
Steps to take:
 - Review state-of-the-art how BPM systems visualize process data based on BPMN.
 - Propose a way of visualizing DEMO-based process data.
 - Design and implement a proof-of-concept interactive mobile application that implements proposed
concepts.
 - Use .NET technologies for implementation - .NET Core, Xamarin, SignalR
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Abstrakt
Pra´ce se zaby´va´ problematikou vizualizace podnikovy´ch proces˚u v rea´lne´m
cˇase a na´sledne´ zpracova´n´ı nasb´ırany´ch dat do graficky´ch prˇehled˚u. Hlavn´ım
te´meatem je zameˇrˇen´ı se na metodiku DEMO, ktera´ prˇina´sˇ´ı jiny´ zp˚usob a
take´ pohled na modelova´n´ı podnikovy´ch proces˚u. C´ılem pra´ce je navrhnout
prˇ´ıstup vizualizace proces˚u modelovany´ch metodikou DEMO. Kromeˇ vizual-
izace je c´ılem vytvorˇit mobiln´ı aplikaci formou proof-of-concept, ktera´ ob-
sahuje navrhovane´ prˇ´ıstupy a take´ vizualizaci nasb´ırany´ch dat do r˚uzny´ch
graficky´ch prˇehled˚u, ktere´ mohou pomoci le´pe rˇ´ıdit podnik.
Pra´ce je zameˇrˇena v´ıce teoreticky, kde autor rˇesˇ´ı r˚uzne´ prˇ´ıstupy vizual-
izac´ı. K oveˇrˇen´ı navrhovany´ch prˇ´ıstup˚u je vytvorˇena mobiln´ı aplikace, ktera´
demonstruje vizualizaci na modelovy´ch prˇ´ıkladech.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova mobiln´ı aplikace, vizualizace proces˚u, DEMO metodika, busi-
ness intelligence, procesn´ı rˇ´ızen´ı, Xamarin
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Abstract
Thesis is focused on business process visualisation in real-time and processing
collected data and displaying them within graphical overviews. Main focus is
on DEMO methodology in the thesis, which brings another approach how
business process modelling can be done. Goal of thesis is to propose a way
how process visualisation through DEMO can be done. Besides visualisation,
second goal is to create mobile application in form of proof-of-concept, which
contains proposed approaches and visualisation of collected data within vari-
ous graphical overviews. This can help people to lead better their business.
Thesis is more theoretical, author is focused on propose various visuali-
sation approaches. The simple mobile application is implemented to verify
proposed approach, where visualisation is demonstrated on model examples.
Keywords mobile application, process visualisation, business intelligence,
DEMO methodology, business process management, Xamarin
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Introduction
Nowadays almost every company has more independent systems which can
help employees to do their job. For example one system for accountancy,
another for warehouses and another one for managing orders or something
similar. However how business grows, some kind of business analysis is re-
quired. Usually some person is instructed to analyse the business, how to
make it better. The person collects all required data from every system, typi-
cally in some form of “Excel table”, and makes analysis over it. This approach
at the beginning can be sufficient, however sooner or later, it becomes heavy,
uncomfortable and mainly not effective way how to do this kind of analysis.
All required data are spread over all systems without any order. Some sys-
tems can have functions to export data in some suitable form, but the data
from another system could be exported only in some form of plain-text. At
some point people find out that in their business “reigns chaos”. Fortunately
this “chaos” can be controlled with some well known approaches. Most well
known term of how “chaos’ can be controlled is Business Process Management
(BPM).
Analysis within BPM
Every task or set of tasks within the business can be formulated as business
process. For example task “Order of new components for machine” (which
consists of many additional steps) can be expressed as business process “New
machine components order”. The well-defined business processes are the first
step to having better control over own business and also for further analysis.
Next step is that these defined processes connect under one system with
internal business applications. The “one system” is typically marked as BPM
System (BPMS). Within BPMS the business processes are defined, modelled
and executed. Modelling is typically done through Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) which is a well-known method to model business processes.
Execution means, that dependent internal systems within business communi-
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cates with BPMS and output from these systems is reflected in BPMS. This
is the second important step to have a more precise analysis of own business.
If the company has some kind of BPMS, they have also well-defined data
and aggregated them in one place. Usually, every BPMS offers functionalities
to do analysis and monitoring over collected data. These functionalities can
help people managing their business, more easily finding issues and potentially
solving them. Monitoring is typically done through graphical overviews, which
offer various views on the business metrics. These metrics are for example
business efficiency, employee performance (how much the desired goals are
fulfilled), financial efficiency and so on. Thanks to these systems people have
the better understanding of their business and they can more easily focus on
the critical places that should be improved.
A New Approach
While BPMN is well known and widely used, the new methodology was in-
troduced by J.Dietz [1]. This new methodology called DEMO is considered
as successor of BPMN. DEMO is build on high-quality scientific foundations,
which brings against BPMN (and similar methods) better modelling of busi-
ness processes. Although DEMO is well defined methodology, BPMS based
on DEMO does not (nearly) exists. The problem of BPMS based on DEMO
is subject of many researches. There are first attempts to achieve a solution
based on DEMO, which can design processes and execute them. However the
monitoring and analysis are missing.
This thesis focuses on visualisation of business processes based on DEMO
methodology. Within defined process the goal of thesis is to find a way:
• The data processing from internal systems and their connection within
DEMO model.
• Offer data to users with appropriate graphical overviews.
• Real-time visualisation of running processes.
Motivation
The main reason why author focused on this topic comes from a school project.
With his team created chatbot application for pizza delivering system which
was based on DEMO methodology. In fact we used DEMO Engine, the BPMS
based on DEMO developed by ForMetis company. Moreover, on this DEMO
Engine worked also author’s supervisor (and also the leader of the team)
M.Skotnica [2]. Within engine the team defined model for “imaginary” pizze-
ria. Then the team used this defined processes and connected them with the
chatbot. However, this system had only ability to design, model and execute
2
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processes. The monitoring of collected data or visualisation of processes were
missed. That’s why I have chosen this topic.
Structure
The thesis is divided to four chapters:
• Chapter 1 deals with underlying theories and terms are explained.
• Chapter 2 deals with research of existing BPMS solutions follows. Then
some specific solutions are investigated for analysis of own solution. Role
of DEMO within BPMS is described.
• Chapter 3 deals with introducing of the proposed approach. The theory
and research from previous chapters are used. The concept of a sys-
tem is described. Principle of real-time visualisation is more precisely
explained.
• Chapter 4 deals with implementation of proof-of-concept. Architecture
and used technologies are described. An example model of business
processes is demonstrated.
In conclusion the results are compared with the goals of this thesis.
3

Chapter 1
The Theoretical Foundations
In the first chapter, theoretical foundations are described. Firstly, terms such
as BPM, Business Intelligence are explained. Then follows, the theory of
Enterprise Ontology and DEMO methodology. In the end, Gantt chart is
described, because it is used as part of visualisation approach.
1.1 Business Process Management
Business Process Management (BPM) is an approach that focuses on mod-
elling, analysing, improving and monitoring business processes. The BPM
life-cycle can be divided to five stages as shown in fig. 1.1:
Figure 1.1: BPM Life-cycle [3]
Design – The requirements of the business are collected, analysed and spec-
ified. The specification can be “as is” (state of how processes currently
5
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are) or “to be” (how processes would be). Accompanying graphical ma-
terials (such as flow-charts) are included.
Model – Specification is expressed (modelled) with graphical notation Busi-
ness Process Model and Notation (BPMN), which will be investigated
later.
Execute – Changes are implemented and deployed.
Monitor – After deployed changes, monitoring system comes to the scene.
Processes are monitored and Business Process Model Systems (BPMS)
tools are used to collect data and analyse performance through metrics
- called Key Performance Indicator (KPI). KPI are defined, optimized
metrics which can help to understand the performance of the current
business. As an example of KPI can be “an average number of requests
for new order per day” and many more, individual metrics to concrete
business.
Optimize – At some point, when an appropriate number of data are col-
lected and analysed with monitoring, optimization is done. The goal
of optimization is to find issues or some improvements. After that, new
specifications and improvements are created and design stage is executed
again.
1.1.1 Business Process Model and Notation
BPMN is notation created and standardised by Object Management Group
(see https://www.omg.org). According to [4] BPMN can be described as:
BPMN is a graphical notation that depicts the steps in a business
process. BPMN depicts the end to end flow of a business process.
The notation has been specifically designed to coordinate the se-
quence of processes and the messages that flow between different
process participants in a related set of activities.
The notation itself, elements which are used and how modelling is done, are
not described. For this information, see [4].
1.2 Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence (BI) is a way how business can collect an enormous
amount of data, structure them and analyse (see fig. 1.2. From BPM life-
cycle view, BI is a Monitor stage. Systems which are tagged as BI tools
typically offers some kind of reporting, dashboards and scorecards.
Dashboard offers graphical overviews of collected data. Dashboards are
typically highly customizable and can offer different types of views for each
6
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Figure 1.2: Business intelligence diagram [5]
employee to help achieve their job. Dashboards can help understand and find
issues within business and potentially solve them more quickly. Figure 1.3
shows an example.
Scorecards offer monitoring of KPI metrics and user can easy compare
goals and current results. Scorecards also easily show performance of business,
for example if business plan is fulfilled or financial flow (e.g if business is
profiting or not,. . . ).
Figure 1.3: Business Intelligence dashboard example [6]
1.3 Enterprise ontology
According to [7], definition of ontology states as “An ontology is a specifica-
tion of a conceptualization”. In other words ontology is description, a formal
specification, of concepts and relationships.
Enterprise Ontology [1] is the understanding of the essence of organisa-
tion, completely independent of the way in which this essence is realised and
implemented.
The DEMO Methodology [8] is an engineering methodology, based on the-
ory of enterprise ontology.
7
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The following text was taken from article describing Enterprise Ontology
(EO) theory [9]:
Enterprise ontology is focused on the essence of the operation
of an organization, meaning that it is fully independent of the
(current) realization and implementation of the organization. The
theory that underlies the notion of enterprise ontology as presented
by Dietz is called the PSI-theory. Dietz uses this theory to con-
struct a methodology providing an ontological model of an orga-
nization, i.e. a model that is coherent, comprehensive, consistent,
and concise, and that only shows the essence of the operation of
an organization model. This methodology is called Design and
Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO).
Compared to its implementation model, the ontological model
of an enterprise offers a reduction of complexity of over 90%. This
reduction of complexity makes an organization for a manager intel-
lectual manageable and transparent. It also shows the coherence
between all fields within the enterprise, like business processes,
workflow, organization structure, etc.
The overall goal of the PSI-theory (the theory behind the no-
tion of Enterprise Ontology) is to extract the essence of an orga-
nization from its actual appearance. It presents four axioms that
help to achieve this goal.
The operation axiom (fig. 1.4) tells us that the implementa-
tion independent essence of an organization is that it consists of
subjects fulfilling actor roles. A subject fulfilling a certain actor
role is called an actor. Actors constitute the operation of an or-
ganization by performing two kinds of acts: production acts and
coordination acts.
 9.3   Actors        87  
9.3 Actors 
As defined at the beginning of this chapter, an actor is a subject in its ful-
fillment of an actor role. So, actors are the (active) elements of an enter-
prise, the motors, as it were. They are also the only active elements we will 
consider, which means that we disregard all kinds of artificial (mechanical 
or electronic) systems. As will be discussed in Chap. 13, these artifacts are 
to be considered as only supporting actors, not replacing them. Still, ques-
tions remain about how actors become active, how their actions are guided, 
and why they act. These questions will be answered presently. To start 
with, actors operate autonomously. They are not triggered by events. That 
would be a far too mechanical conception of the noti n of cto . Instead, 
they constantly loop through e actor cycle, in which th y deal with their 
agenda. Moreover, they have a reason to act (or not to act). An agendum is 
a C-fact with a proposed time for dealing with it, to which the actor is 
committed to respond. Action rules guide the actors in dealing with their 
agenda; there is an action rule for every type of agendum. As a conse-
quence of dealing with an agendum, the actor usually performs one or 
more other C-acts. The addressees of these C-acts are other actors, which 
means that the resu ting C-facts are add d to the agenda of these other ac-
tors. In this way, actors keep supplying a h other with work. The only ex-
ceptions to this rule are the terminal C-facts (see Chap. 10). 
In Chap. 12, an extensive account will be given of the causes and rea-
sons for actors to act. Here, we have to suffice with clarifying the behavior 
of actors in a more general way. This end is served by Fig. 9.4. It is almost 
identical to Fig. 9.1, except for the three words that are added at the bot-
tom: responsibility, authority, and competence. They relate the Ψ-theory to 
common organiz tion l the ries, and they constitute the first step in ex-
plaining why actors act. 
 
 
C-
world Actors
P-
world
COORDINATION PRODUCTIONACTOR ROLES
C-fact P-fact
P-actC-act
RESPONSIBILITY COMPETENCEAUTHORITY  
 
Fig. 9.4  Responsibility, authority, and competence 
Figure 1.4: The operation axiom [9]
By performing production acts (P-acts for short) the subjects
contribute to bringing about the goods and/or services that are
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delivered to the environment of the organization. The results of P-
acts are production facts (P-facts for short), which can be divided
into material (something is manufactured, stored or transported)
and immaterial (decisions or judgements) facts.
By performing coordination acts (C-acts for short) subjects
enter into and comply with commitments towards each other re-
garding the performance of production acts. A C-act is performed
by one actor, the performer, and directed to another actor, the
addressee. C-acts consist of an intention (e.g. request, promise,
question, assertion) and a proposition (the performer proclaims
the fact and the associated time the intention is about) and result
in coordination facts (C-facts for short).
The transaction axiom tells us that C-acts are performed
as steps in universal patterns, called transactions. This axiom
reveals universal socionomic patterns of coordination that hold
for all organizations. The standard transaction pattern is shown
in fig. 1.5. A white box represents a C-act type and a white disk
represents a C-fact type. A gray box represents a P-act type and
a gray diamond a P-fact type.94 10   The Transaction Axiom 
rq
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Fig. 10.2  The standard pattern of a transaction 
 
As an example for clarification, let us take the declination of the request 
of John to Mary to become a member of the library (see Fig. 10.2). The 
first validity claim that may play a role is the claim to truth. It basically 
means that the proposition of the transaction must be feasible, i.e., creating 
the P-fact must lead to a lawful state of the P-world, and it must be possi-
ble to meet the time requirement. In the library example, one could think 
of the case where the maximum number of members has already been 
reached as a reason for declining, because the claim to truth is challenged. 
The second validity claim that may play a role is the claim to justice. 
Basically, it means that the social context allows for the coordination act 
taken (it is right or just to do it). An example of declining because of this 
claim is the case where John asks Mary to become member of the library 
when Mary is not on duty, e.g., when he happens to see her in the theatre. 
Mary may rightly argue that it is not socially just to request her for a mem-
bership in that situation. John then could be very surprised because in his 
culture his behavior is quite acceptable. To solve the problem, John and 
Mary have to start a discourse about this apparent cultural difference. As a 
result, Mary may become convinced of John’s being right and have John 
formally renew his request (the arrow from “declined” to “request”). 
Figure 1.5: The standard transaction pattern [9]
Two actors are involved in a transaction, the initiator and the
executor. A transaction evolves in three phases: the order phase
(O-p ase for short), the execution phase (E-phase for sh rt), and
the result phase (R-phase for short).
The composition axiom tells us how P-facts are interrelated.
It states that every ransaction is enclosed in some o her transac-
9
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tion, or is a customer transaction of the organization under con-
sideration, or is a self-activation transaction. According to Dietz
this axiom provides the basis for a well-founded definition of the
notion of business process.
The distinction axiom (fig. 1.6) tells us that actors exert
three basic human abilities: performa, informa, and forma. Through
the distinction axiom a substantial reduction of complexity and
diversity is achieved, regarding both the coordination and the pro-
duction in an organization.
   
12 The Distinction Axiom 
The fourth axiom of the Ψ-theory states that there are three distinct human 
abilities playing a role in the operation of actors, called performa, informa, 
and forma. These abilities regard com unicating, creating things, reason-
ing, and information processing. Because this axiom serves, in particular, 
in neatly separating our iv rse concerns, it is called the distinction axiom. 
Figure 12.1 summarizes the distinction axiom. 
 
 
forma
uttering information
 (speaking, writing)
perceiving information
 (listening, reading)
datalogical action
 (storing, transmitting,
copying, destroying, etc.)
informa
infological action
 (reproducing, deducing, 
reasoning, computing, etc.)
expressing thought
 (formulating)
educing thought
 (interpreting)
performa
exposing commitment
 (as performer)
evoking commitment
 (as addressee)
ontological action
 (deciding, judging)
COORDINATION PRODUCTIONHUMAN ABILITY
 
 
Fig. 12.1  Summary of the distinction axiom 
 
The forma (Latin for “form”) ability concerns the form aspects of 
communication and information. In other words, we are talking now about 
such things as the uttering and perceiving of sentences in some language, 
the syntactical analysis of such sentences, coding schemes, transmission of 
data, and storage and retrieval of data or documents. For the sake of con-
venience, we consider the forma ability to also comprise the physical sub-
strate in which information is encoded. The informa ability concerns the 
content aspects of communication and information (“in-forma” means, in 
Latin, what is in the form). So, we are dealing now with communication 
and information while fully abstracting from the form aspects. In other 
Figure 1.6: The distinction axiom [9]
1.3.1 T e Organization Theorem
The organization theorem combines the benefits of these axioms
into one concise, comprehensive, coherent, and consistent notion
of enterprise. This theorem states that the organization of an
enterprise is a heterogeneous system that is constituted as the lay-
ered integration of three homogeneous systems: the B-organization
(from Business), the I-organization (from Intellect), and the D-
organization (from Document). Figure 1.7 visualizes the orga-
nization theorem and shows us that the D-organization supports
the I-organization, which supports the B-organization. The coor-
dination parts of these three systems are similar, they only differ
in the kind of production: the production of the B-organization is
ontological, the production in the I-organization is infological, and
the production in the D-organization is datalogical.
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other regarding production acts. They differ only in the kind of production: 
the production in the B-organization is ontological, the production in the I-
organization is infological, and the production in the D-organization is 
datalogical. This is the reason for considering the organization of an enter-
prise to be a heterogeneous system. The B-organization, the I-organization, 
and the D-organization are called aspect systems of the (total) organization 
of the enterprise. 
 
 
B-organization
I-organization
D-organization
ontological 
production
infological 
production
datalogical
production
 
 
Fig. 13.1  Representation of the organization theorem 
 
The triangular shape in Fig. 13.1 means that there is nothing ‘above’ the 
ontological level. In other words, the knowledge of the B-organization of 
an enterprise is a complete knowledge of the essence of the enterprise; all 
the rest is merely realization and implementation. The division of the tri-
angle into a red, a green, and a blue area, of which the surface proportions 
are approximately 1:4:7, means several things. First, regarding coordina-
tion, it represents roughly the proportions of the amount of effort spent on 
the performative exchange, the informative exchange, and the formative 
exchange in performing a coordination act (see Fig. 12.3). Second, regard-
ing actor roles, it represents roughly the proportions of the number of actor 
roles in the B-organization, the I-organization, and the D-organization. 
Third, regarding production, it represents roughly the proportions of the 
amount of effort spent on ontological production, infological production 
and datalogical production. 
Of course, an enterprise is more than just a well-established integration 
of these three aspect organizations. First, human beings are also biological 
beings, which means that they need a particular environment to live in, as 
well as specific facilities to make their biological lives comfortable. Being 
a biological individual includes being a physical thing. So, also certain 
Figure 1.7: The organization theorem [9]
1.4 Modelling w th DEMO
In this s ction, firstly short description of modelling asp cts is provided and
then a illustrative example how modelling with DEMO can be more precise
and shorter than creating model with BPMN.
All used elements in DEMO modelling are described in aspects models
arranged as pyramid. However the two core elements are Ontological trans-
action and Actor roles. Good summarization of these two core elements are
from master thesis by Zuza a Vejrazkova [10]:
Ontolo ical transaction – Involves actions that happen n the
ontological level, as described by the Disti ction axiom. Those
involve bringing about the facts that did not exist before,
making decisions, or transporting physical elements. Com-
pletion of a transaction, in a way that is described by the
transaction axiom, results in a new original fact, called the
P-fact.
Actor role – There are two actor roles, the initiator and the ex-
ecutor. They play an important role in DEMO modelling, as
each transaction needs to have exactly one initiator and one
executor. On the implementation level, 1 person can (and
often does) posses more actor roles.
Figure 1.8 shows that ontological model can be divided to four sub-models.
The good and brief explanation is in the book The essence of organisation:
an introduction to enterprise engineering [1]:
Construction model (CM) is the most concise sub-model. There-
fore it is put at the top of the triangle. An additional meaning
of this position is that there is nothing “above” the CM. The
Construction Model shows the identified transaction kinds,
the corresponding actor roles, and the border of the Scope of
Interest.
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basis of the other aspect models since it contains all information that is 
(also) contained in the CM, PM, and SM; but in a different, and not so eas-
ily accessible, way. 
The State Model (SM) specifies the state space of the P-world: the ob-
ject classes and fact types, the result types, and the ontological coexistence 
rules. The transition space of the P-world is not contained in the SM since 
it is fully derivable from the transition space of the C-world. The SM is put 
on top of the AM in Fig. 15.1 because it is directly based on the AM; it 
specifies all object classes, fact types, and ontological coexistence rules 
that are contained in the AM. On the other side, the SM is put just below 
the CM (and therefore at the same level as the PM), because it may also be 
viewed as the detailing of a part of the CM, namely, the contents of the in-
formation banks (coordination nd production banks). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15.2  The diagrams 
 
Figure 15.2 shows the diagram types in which the aspect models are ex-
pressed, and Fig. 15.3 shows the three most useful cross-model table types 
(note: one may conceive other cross-model tables if necessary or conven-
ient). The distinction we make between models on the one side and dia-
grams and tables on the other side corresponds with the distinction be-
tween conceptual system and symbolic system that we discussed in Chap. 
7 (see Fig. 7.1).  So, by (conceptual) model we mean the understanding of 
an aspect of an organization, i.e., what is in one’s mind. This understand-
ing has been formulated into diagrams and tables for the purpose of com-
Figure 1.8: The DEMO Aspect Models pyramid [11]
Action model (AM) is the most comprehensive one, in the sense
that the other three may be derived from it. The AM of an
organisation consists of the action rule specifications for every
internal actor role. Action rules are guidelines for dealing with
the events that actors have to respond to.
Process Model (PM) shows precisely how the identified transac-
tions are interrelated in tree structures. These tree structures
ar what people commonly refer to as business roce s mod-
els.
Fact Model (FM) show the fact kinds in the production world
of the organisation and their interrelationships.
Executor
role
Initiator
role
Figure 1.9: The core OCD element - transaction symbol with assigned actor
roles
The PM is in between CM and the AM, that means it is more detailed
than CM but less than AM. The PM and the FM are on the same layer
of the pyramid and it refers to the fact, that PM takes the process view
of coordination world, and the FM is for the production world in the same
meaning as PM.
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From the CM is used Organization Construction Diagram (OCD) which
takes standard process pattern and squeeze it to one symbol with two con-
nected boxes which represent initiator and executor actor roles (see fig. 1.9).
From the PM is taken Process Structure Diagram (PSD) sub-model which
describes business processes and the exact way how each transaction is con-
nected with another. Following explanation how PSD is modelled is from [1]:
The disk of the transaction is stretched horizontally, such that it
looks like a sausage. One must imagine that there is an invisible
and non-proportional time line from left to right (promise is per-
formed after its request,. . . ). Coordination acts and facts are rep-
resented by small boxes and disks on the border of the transaction
symbol (the sausage). The production act, execute, is represented
by a small grey box on the edge of the production symbol. To the
left of it is the order phase, and to the right the result phase. Be-
tween two transactions (the sausages) can be added arrows, either
solid or dashed. Solid arrows represent response links. Response
link means that the act at the arrow point is performed in response
to the event at the shaft. Dashed arrow represent waiting links.
Their meaning is that performing the act at the arrow point must
wait for the event at the shaft having occurred. Through “swim
lanes” the responsibility areas of the actor roles are indicated.
An example of PSD is shown at fig. 1.10 which means exactly “When the
transaction T1 (Supply order) is requested, as a response, T2 (Tax payment)
is also requested. After that, T1 can be promised only and only, if T2 is
accepted. After that T1 can be completed”.
Customer
Supply manager
T2
Tax payment
T1
Supply order
pm
ac
rq
rq
rq
Figure 1.10: PSD example
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1.4.1 Advantage of DEMO Over BPMN
BPM notation is well defined, established and widely used. Many BPM so-
lutions exist around and of course, BPMN is used “under the hood”. These
systems will be described later in chapter 2.
One thing is absolutely clear, with enlarging business requirements, the
business processes ”grow up” too and so BPMN diagrams. This can lead to
very large and complex diagrams, which can be harder to read and understand.
One of the advantages of DEMO is the fact, that same BPMN diagram can be
represented within DEMO notation. The result is reduced complexity with
the same understanding as diagram within BPMN. However, advantages of
DEMO notation can be used not only within BPMN. For example, students
at subject MI-MEP (Modelling economic processes, translated) at Czech Tech-
nical University (CTU) [12] transferred large Trump’s flow chart[13] (about
highway building process) to DEMO OCD diagram. The flow chart that fills
several pages, DEMO’s OCD fills only one page of size A4. To summarize,
DEMO can really help to understand better business processes without too
much complexity of diagrams itself.
1.5 Gantt chart
According to [14], Gantt chart was proposed in 1890 by Karol Adamiecki,
but he published his work only in the Polish language. About the year 1910
American engineer, Henry Gantt, introduced his own version of this chart and
this work became widely used and is still used by project managers. Gantt
chart serves as an overview of activities according to the time schedule. By
simplicity, Gantt chart shows, what has to be done (an activity) and when.
At fig. 1.11 is an example of Gantt chart. The core element is some kind of
bar chart (progress bar) which starts at some time and is scheduled to end in
another time. Nowadays, Gantt charts, has more advanced elements, such as
connected activities (one activity must finish before another one can start),
groups of activities, different colours of activities that can indicate different
phases of completion and so on. Many systems for time-management support
these types of graphs. Gantt chart and its usage for this thesis are discussed
later, in chapter 3.
Figure 1.11: Gantt chart example [14]
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Chapter 2
Process Visualisation
The state of BPM solutions is described in this chapter. Two concrete solutions
are examined closer. Role of DEMO within BPM systems is explained.
2.1 State of BPM Solutions
Figure 2.1: Gartner Magic Quadrant [15]
Nowadays BPM software supports all stages of BPM life-cycle (design,
modelling, execution, monitoring and optimization). These systems also of-
fer real-time collaboration, integration with cloud and mobile devices. Many
systems also integrate artificial intelligence – for predictive analysis or auto-
matic decisions. BPM software allows to create highly productive applications,
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where is no need to manual implementation of business rules. BPMS includes
defining processes, data models and also user interfaces. Also highly cus-
tomized monitoring stage is included, which means users can customize KPI
metrics, appearance of dashboard and so on. On top of that functions, almost
every solution has ability to display (visualise) current running processes.
The result is typically web based application which employees can use to
do their jobs without knowing that there are some defined processes and layer
of some BPM software.
According to Gartner Magic Quadrant [15], the most used systems are
Appian, Pegasystems, IBM and many more as shown at fig. 2.1.
2.1.1 Closer Look at Process Maker
ProcessMaker [16] is web-based BPM solution which allows to build, run,
monitor and optimize business processes. Building of processes is done via
BPMN. Inside designer users can define data sources (variables) which will be
used later within running processes.
Figure 2.2: ProcessMaker dashboard and KPI examples [16]
When process is designed and variables defined, next step is to define user
interface, called DynaForms. End users interact mainly with DynaForms,
where they fill appropriate pieces of data. Inside designer of DynaForms,
user connects data fields with variables from defined processes. The user can
also define input or output documents for processes or define events (called
triggers) what will happen when some kind of event occurred.
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When processes are defined and DynaForms created, processes can be de-
ployed. After deploy, KPIs and dashboards can be managed. ProcessMaker
offers creating custom metrics, which will be precise to business requirements
and customizing of dashboards. Many graphs are interactive, which can dis-
play more detailed information. An example is shown at fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.3: ProcessMaker process map [16]
From end-user view, ProcessMaker (as many others BPMS) behaves as
web-based application, which allows to do his job via predefined DynaForms.
ProcessMaker moreover offers process map, which is graphical visualisation
of running process. Process map is in BPMN and each activity element has
different colour to indicate its state (fig. 2.3).
2.1.2 Process Simulation and Analysis
Another tool, Bizagi Modeler [17], offers modelling processes with BPMN and
run simulations on top of them.
For simulations Bizagi Modeler defines scenarios. Each scenario has many
attributes, but mainly:
Resources – Resource is some entity (e.g. customer, employee role, equip-
ment) which is used to define how each task of the process use these
resources (e.g. task verification uses resource “Inspection agent”).
Time consumption – For each task users can define how much time is con-
sumed to complete. Consumption can be defined as simple (constant)
number or with the probability distribution.
Cost – Users can define for tasks how much execution cost (in a financial
way).
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For gateways (element from BPMN) users can define probability of the
next flow (e.g. probability for “yes” than “no”). Bizagi Modeler has different
levels of simulations.
Process validation – User defines a duration of simulation and amount of
generated instances (number of requests). Gateways are also config-
urable. After simulation ends, the result with summarization is dis-
played and the user can check if process behaves as expected. For ex-
ample, if the number of requests is equal to the number of completed
instances. This could occur if there are issues with synchronization at
parallel gateways.
Throughput time analysis – Focuses only on the time measurement and
the resources are not included. The user defines consumption for re-
quests (interval time between two instances can be generated) and also
for every task (how much time task gets to complete). Analysis counts
total completed tasks and also average time and total time spent on each
task. For example, it is useful for predictions, e.g. “how long customer
will wait until his request is completed”.
Resource analysis – Users can define resources and how much resource costs
(fixed or cost per hour). Each task has defined which resources needs and
how much to execute. Also, the cost of each task and time consumption
are included. This analysis is more complex and serves as the real-
world simulation to achieve better results, which can help to optimize
processes. A simulation results example is shown at fig. 2.4.
2.1.3 The BPM Solutions Use Cases
Based on described analysis of this two concrete solutions, the basic use cases
were identified. The use cases can be divided into two categories. The first
category provides overviews over collected data and works only with existing
data. This is helpful for analysis of the current state. Users have a great
summarization of data which can really help them to make the decision in
their business.
The second category offers functionalities to analyse and simulate pro-
cesses. Analysts can define models and create the simulation based on them.
From these simulations and results, analysts have precious data which they
can use for optimizing processes before they are deployed. These analyses
can have many purposes. One of them can provide analysis based on “What
if. . . ” where analysts define available resources, costs and so on. This analysis
is helpful for pre-deploy analysis – the point where analysts starting to define
processes and want to quickly verify efficiency. Another type of analysis can
be “As is. . . ” which is basically the first category. The third type can be
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Figure 2.4: Bizagi Modeler Resource analysis example [18]
based on predictive analysis – this analysis use existing collected data and
analysts define additional attributes. The analysis tries to predict behaviour
of processes based on collected data and added attributes. This can help to
optimize processes.
2.2 DEMO Role within Business Intelligence
The thesis focuses on “Business Intelligence”, in other words on the fourth
stage of BPM life cycle. The goal is to provide an approach how connections
between business processes and collected data can be described. In chapter 1
the DEMO methodology was introduced and explained. Describing business
processes from collected data within enterprise solution with DEMO brings
mainly these advantages:
1. Clear assignment of responsibility – within DEMO, each transaction has
clearly defined the responsibility of actor roles.
2. Reduced complexity — there is only and only one way how to describe
an enterprise within DEMO.
The first stage of BPM life-cycle (design) within DEMO is well described
by Dietz [1] [8]. However next stages of BPM life-cycle are only theories “on
paper” and they are not stated to practice. For example, M. Skotnica [2] with
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his thesis focused on first three stages and introduced an approach of BPMS
based on DEMO. But the next stages are not examined yet.
This thesis focuses on fourth stage (the monitoring) and the premise is
that underlying BPM solutions are not necessary based on DEMO. The goal
is to aggregate data from any enterprise solution, connect them with modelled
enterprise within DEMO methodology and display them to the user. The main
difference is with the feature of process visualisation itself. Systems based on
BPMN visualise processes within BPMN which, as was told, can be more
complex, inconsistent and not so clear as approach with DEMO.
In this chapter, firstly more details about BPMS were provided. On the
two concrete solutions available were taken the core concepts of process mod-
elling and their visualisations. The role of DEMO within BPMS and Business
Intelligence was explained. In the next chapter, the proposed approach itself
is introduced and described.
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Proposed Approach
The main goal of this thesis is to propose an approach which will be able
to create the graphical overviews of business data and make decisions based
on them. This chapter describes each part of the proposed approach. The
chapter is divided into these parts:
1. Which kind of data the application collects and how works with them.
2. How real-time process visualization is done.
3. What kind of overviews the application can display.
3.1 Business Data Aggregation
Each enterprise system collects precious data within the business. These data
are important in many ways. One is for business analysts. The analyst can
analyse processes and optimize them with these collected data. Although
every enterprise solution has differently defined structure of these data and
every BPMS has a different approach how it works with them, the core concept
of how data can be described remains the same. Within BPMS there are
elements which can be transformed always to the DEMO concepts.
• There are always some kind of Actor roles and concrete Actors.
• The processes itself can be transformed to Transactions. In chapter 1
was explained that each process can be described on ontological level and
has precise definition what kind of process it is and the responsibilities
of Actor Roles.
• Each BPMS provides some kind of events, which can be used to de-
termine what exactly happened and how it is connected to the model
defined within DEMO.
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Data Aggregation 
Service 
Bussines Intelligence  
Services 
Enterprise
DEMO  
Model
BPMS
Figure 3.1: Business Intelligence based on DEMO
In this way, the system of visualisation based on DEMO can be nearly
independent from other systems within the enterprise. The architecture of
Business Intelligence based on DEMO is shown at fig. 3.1. The enterprise
does not need necessary a BPMS. Within an enterprise, many systems and
applications exist. Even without BPM solutions within the enterprise, there
are still the same kind of processes and actor roles which can be modelled
through DEMO.
Many systems can be inside and enterperise and (not necessary) in front
of them can be a BPM solution. On the “borders” of the Enterprise is placed
Data Aggregation Service. This service has the responsibility of getting data
from an Enterprise and transforming them into the structure that Business
Intelligence Services can use. Collected data from Data Aggregation Service
are mapped to defined DEMO Model. With this approach, Business Intelli-
gence Services can take advantages of DEMO without the requirement to be
dependent directly on enterprise systems.
3.1.1 Business Data Domain Model
The one of the most important thing what needs to be defined is how collected
data can be expressed for visualisation. The fig. 3.2 shows domain-data model
which describes how DEMO model can be described.
Figure 3.2 is divided to three parts:
Model – Defines how DEMO model can be described. It corresponds with
OCD and PSD models.
Instance – The one concrete running process. It indicates state of transac-
tions.
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Figure 3.2: Domain model of collected data
Event – Last part defines the concrete occurred events from internal systems
which can be collected and transformed to data, that can be used.
The brief explanation of each entity from domain model:
Actor Role – Defines role within enterprise.
Actor – Defines concrete user within enterprise, which has assigned Actor
Role.
Process Kind – Defines exactly one concrete business process inside the
enterprise. Each Process Kind has linked many Transaction Kinds.
Process Instance – The instance of concrete Process Kind. Defines pro-
cess Completion, date when process instance was created (StartTime)
and expected time when whole process will be completed (ExpectedEnd-
Time).
Transaction Kind – Defines the transaction kind. It has linked information,
which Actor Role is initiator or executor respectively. Also defines the
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time estimates for transaction completion. These three time estimates
– Optimistic, Normal, Pessimistic are used to compute real expected
time.
Transaction Link – Defines the response or waiting links. Each link has
defined target Transaction Kind and source Transaction Kind to de-
termine which two Transaction Kinds link connects. Link also defines
Source Cardinality and Target Cardinality to define cardinalities. More-
over link defines which C-Act is assigned to source and target transac-
tions.
Transaction Instance – Each Transaction Kind could have more than one
instance. Transaction Instance includes information about Completion
and Requested Time. The instance itself can have more than one chilf.
Event –Defines event which can occur during the running process. Each event
has time creation (Created) and duration how long it takes between.
3.1.2 A Time Estimate Computation
Each Transaction Kind has three attributes – Optimistic, Normal, Pessimistic
time estimate. Each one indicates how quickly given task could be completed.
These attributes are set manually and it is an important decision which values
are given. From this three attributes, the resulting one is computed.
Computation is done through technique Three Point Estimation [19]. The
manager can take a simple average of this three attributes, however, the
weighted average is more precise. The following formula comes from Beta
distribution also known as PERT :
ExpectedT imeEstimate = O + 4 ∗N + P6
where (O) states for optimistic, (N) for normal and (P) for pessimistic esti-
mates. It indicates that normal estimate “can happen” most likely.
3.2 Case Study Rent-A-Car
Although all proposed approaches are defined generally, the case study is used
to demonstrate usage it is used as model example. The case study is taken
from the book by J.Dietz [1]. A Rent-A-Car is a company which offers cars
for rent. The simplified description how the company works:
Rent-A-Car (RAC) is a company that rents cars to persons or representa-
tives of legal bodies (e.g. companies). RAC operates from over fifty branches
in Europe. Many cities have more than one branch and typically branches are
located near all airports. Customer orders are placed through several chan-
nels: walk-in, telephone, fax or email. Walk-in customers are usually people
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who want to rent a car immediately. In all cases, an electronic rental form is
filled out by one of the desk officers. After the renter has signed the contract,
the rental is concluded by the desk officer. On the starting day, the driver can
pick up a card at the distribution department. When driver shows up, RAC
employee checks whether there is a car available. If there is one, he prepares
car and sign contract as being picked up. If there is no car, he upgrades the
contract and select a different car. After the car of rental has been dropped
off, there is chance to pay some fines. There are many types of penalties.
The OCD and PSD of RAC are shown at fig. 3.3 and fig. 3.4 respectively.
Figure 3.3: Rent-A-Car OCD diagram [1]
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Figure 3.4: Rent-A-Car PSD diagrams [1]
3.3 Data Labelling
As has been said, every system within enterprise provides some collection of
data. Problem is, if enterprise does note use centralized solution (a some
form of BPMS), format of collected data can be very different. However
collected data can be structured and then processed via procedure, named
“labelling”. Every system can provide collected data with some structured
form. Then sooner defined Data Aggregation Service must have mechanism
how this structure can be mapped to defined DEMO model. This mechanism
will be unique for every enterprise and theirs systems, however fundamental
idea and work-flow is the same.
Firstly used terms are defined:
log – The structured collected data from enterprise systems
case id – The defined process.
creation timestamp – Timestamp when created.
end timestamp – Indicates end of given task.
activity – An activity (task) within case.
resource – A resource associated with activity. Typically an user.
role – An user role which invoked an activity.
Table 3.1 shows a shortened log from Rent-A-Car company. The “case
id” is equal to 1 (which is generally some internal identifier) and it is omitted
from the table. Also, timestamps are omitted because they are not, for now,
important.
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There are several activities, resources and roles. “Labelling” mechanism
must distinguish each activity and assign appropriate Transaction and Coordination-
act from DEMO model. Also “roles” must be assigned to Actor roles and “re-
source” is assigned as Actor. The shortened example of “labelling” is shown
at table 3.2. The “role” and Actor roles are absolutely the same.
Activity Resource Role
Create Rental Requisition Peter Freeman Renter
Create Request for Payment Alice Gree Rental Contracter
Payment Promise Peter Freeman Renter
Analyse Rental Requisition Alice Gree Rental Contracter
Make a Payment Peter Freeman Renter
Accept Payment Alice Gree Rental Contracter
Create a New Contract Alice Gree Rental Contracter
Hand Over Contract to Customer Alice Gree Rental Contracter
Customer Accepted Contract Peter Freeman Renter
Create Car Pick Up Requisition Peter Freeman Driver
. . .
Table 3.1: The example log of Rent-A-Car company
Activity Transaction State
Create Rental Requisition T1 Request
Create Request for Payment T2 Request
Payment Promise T2 Promise
Analyse Rental Requisition T1 Promise
Make a Payment T2 State
Accept Payment T2 Accept
Create a New Contract T1 Execute
Hand Over Contract to Customer T1 State
Customer Accepted Contract T1 Accept
Create Car Pick Up Requisition T3 Request
. . .
Table 3.2: Activities labelling from RAC log
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3.4 Process Instance Visualisation
System must have ability to visualise running process instances in real-time.
User can open running process and can be informed how it continues.
The biggest challenge was how to propose a way to visualise models mod-
elled with DEMO. Moreover, the intent was mainly to provide visualisation
on mobile devices (smart-phones, tablets).
There are four conditions how visualisation must be proposed:
i The proposed way must preserve the intention of the modelled model
through DEMO
ii Visualisation must be consistent accordingly to defined DEMO model.
iii The proposed way must be easy to use and understand.
iv It must be adaptive to different sizes of mobile devices.
The first idea of visualisation was highly inspired from investigated existing
solutions (Process Maker, Bizagi Modeler). Visualisation could be done with
DEMO OCD model itself. With this approach user could have:
1. The exactly same understanding of modelled enterprise.
2. The straightforward visualisation of instances through defined models.
If user understands DEMO models, this approach of visualisation has
the same meaning.
With this approach first two conditions are accomplished:
1. Defined enterprise is directly exposed with OCD model. However, some
information is hidden. As is known, the PSD brings more information
how processes are defined and how they work (i).
2. Consistency is tied with OCD itself (ii).
However, the (iii) and (iv) are not so straightforward. The third condition
(iii) is not accomplished because DEMO is used and it does not have to be easy
to understand. In every enterprise, there are specialists (business analysts)
that have the responsibility to analyse given enterprise and specify models
(for example within DEMO). Other people do not need to have knowledge
about this methodology, overall they do not need to have knowledge about
this models either. Although OCD itself is very concise, it is not so suitable
for smaller screens of mobile devices. This implies, that (iv) is also violated.
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3.5 A Better Option
Gantt chart is widely used in time-management projects and systems. It is
well known, established and used. It was found that Gantt chart offers the best
approach, how tasks can be visualised. Chosen approach is highly inspired by
it and visualisation is based on it.
The visualisation is divided into two parts:
1. The “Gantt-chart canvas” where each transaction has own form of progress
bars which displays transaction’s current state.
2. Time-line that offers chronological overview which events already oc-
curred and when.
3.5.1 Transaction Box Element
Transaction box is associated rectangle with the transaction which indicates
the current state of the transaction. The state corresponds to actual C-
Act within Transaction Pattern. Current state also indicates progress value
which is displayed as inner rectangle inside transaction box filled with colour.
Progress value is computed as a percentage value from the current state. The
C-Act Request corresponds to 10 %, Promise to 25 %, Execute to 50 %, State
to 75 % and so on.
The transaction box has four colour stages. White for not requested
transaction yet (the box has also dashed border), a green which indicates
“happy path” through Transaction Pattern, a yellow if transaction is rejected
or declined and red for transaction which is stopped or quitted.
The transaction boxes are placed accordingly to OCD model. That means:
• The transaction which “starts” whole process is placed as first.
• If the transaction is dependent on another, it is placed “under” it and
shifted to the right. Also, that means, that “parent” transaction is wider
than their descendants.
3.5.2 Transaction Link Element
As has been said, PSD model defines associations between transactions. Each
transaction can have many response links and waiting links. For better un-
derstanding, how the process is defined, these links are included.
The links appearance is taken from PSD itself.
• Response link is displayed as a straight line with an arrow at the end.
On one side it has a circle with source C-Act, on the other side with an
arrow it has square with target C-Act.
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• Waiting links are displayed as response link, but the line between is
dashed.
Links are placed between appropriate transactions accordingly to source
and target C-Acts, just like at PSD. However, if response link has target C-
Act as “Requested”, the target C-Act is omitted and link itself is displayed
as angled arrow which points to “start” of target transaction. It is absolutely
clear, that this type of response means exactly “If given C-Act at source
transaction occurred then target transaction is also requested”.
Example shown at fig. 3.5 means exactly: “When transaction T1 is promised,
T2 is requested. Then T1 can be stated only if T2 was already promised. Also
T1 can be accepted only if T2 was stated.”
Figure 3.5: The transaction links example
On the canvas’s left side are placed transaction labels. Label corresponds
to transaction’s name and identifier. The labels are structured to tree-form
like in folder explorer. Each transaction box has same height position as the
corresponding label.
With this approach, the user has a quick and easy way how can check the
state of the concrete process. The user can easily determine which transactions
are not yet completed and how they are connected together.
However the time-based information still missing and that is the point,
where time-line comes in.
3.5.3 Time-line
The main purpose of time-line is to provide the chronological overview of
incoming events. The time-line is scalable. This means, that user can zoom
in or out to the level of details. Typically more events can occur within one
minute, so it is important to have the ability to zoom to more detailed view.
Each event is marked with a timestamp (when the event occurred) and
what kind of event it is. If the event is kind of “C-Act occurred”, the event has
also information about the associated transaction with C-Act’s abbreviation.
To help the user more easily distinguish which transaction is associated with
given event, each transaction has own colour, that is reflected into the colour
of text within time-line.
Time-line is independently controllable and provides another point of view
to the state of the currently running process.
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One note aside, the first idea was to provide connected associations be-
tween time-line and transaction boxes. The intent was to provide visuals
(anchors) within transaction box that could indicate that “at this point some-
thing happened”. If the user ‘click” on this anchor then a visual connection
between the anchor and associated event within time-line appears.
With this approach, the canvas must be capable of responding to time-line
“stretching” – transaction box must resize accordingly to positions of events
within time-line. Although it makes perfect sense from user “point-of-view”,
the usability within mobile-devices is reduced. Each event within time-line
must be readable and with adding of events, the width of transaction box
grows. The result is, that each transaction box is really wide and it becomes
very unclear and nearly unusable.
The result is that the visualisation is divided into two views. First one,
the time-line offers chronological overviews of occurred events associated with
transactions. The second one offers the overview current transactions states
and the associated links between them.
The earlier four defined conditions for visualisation are fully accomplished.
i “The proposed way must preserve the intention of modelled model through
DEMO”
The defined model through DEMO is displayed within Gantt-chart can-
vas. OCD is transformed to transaction boxes and PSD is transformed to
transaction links.
ii “Visualisation must be consistent accordingly to defined DEMO model.“
The OCD model is transformed to another form of view, but the name of
transactions and associations between them remains. The links from PSD
are taken as they are, without any significant changes.
iii “The proposed way must be easy to use and understand.”
As has been said, the Gantt charts are well known and many people on
management positions or analysts naturally understand this concept of
views. The transaction boxes easily show current state of given transaction
and transaction links show associations between them.
iv “It must be adaptive to different sizes of mobile devices.”
The time-line part is perfectly adaptive to various screen sizes. The
“Gantt-chart canvas” is more concise than larger OCD and it can adapt
to smaller screens more easily.
3.6 The Dashboard
Although the “process visualisation” brings usable kinds of overviews, there
are many types of overviews which can’t be done through this. As has been
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said in chapter 2, typical BPM solutions offer some kind of “dashboard” where
these various types of overviews are placed together.
The dashboard’s main goal is to provide:
1. The comprehensive and effective way how to get precious information
over collected data.
2. Ability to provide highly customized and individual types of overviews.
A company will want to propose a different overview for sales manager
than for accountant and so on.
3. The overviews must be easy to understand and must be very clear, what
they display.
3.6.1 Data Query
To provide a specific view of collected data, it is required to process collected
data specifically according to defined overviews. For this purpose, the data
query is defined.
To put it simply, Data Query is named query over collected data. This can
be also compared to “stored-procedure” within DBMS (Database Management
System). From the end-user point of view, the user only select defined query
and data are returned. Within Data Aggregation Service query is defined and
transformed to “real” query over collected data. In most of the cases, it will
be transformed to SQL-like query.
Figure 3.6: The Query editor prototype example
In BPM solution (based on DEMO) is defined query editor. It is sim-
ple, form-based editor, where employees within an enterprise can define data
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queries. The user defines name of the query and builds the query with inter-
active guide. For simplicity, the guide can be imagined as interactive way how
to build a SQL query with clauses as “join, where, group by, order by, . . . ”
Result is, that editor allows to non-technical users still define basic queries
over collected data without requirement to have knowledge, how concretely
“grab” the data. The example of query editor (as a prototype) is shown at
fig. 3.6.
3.6.2 Widgets
Each overview within dashboard is called widget. Widgets provide one con-
crete type of view. Widgets have defined name and associated data query.
Each widget is highly customisable, but they are sorted to several base types.
3.6.3 Summary Widget
The summary widget provides, by its name, summarization of collected data.
It is commonly displayed as “Pie chart”. The typical usage, for example,
can be: “Summary of the ratio between Accepted and Declined contracts” or
“Actual state of all contracts, number of requested, stated, declined, accepted
and so on”, . . .
3.6.4 Time Based Widget
This widget displays data within defined time interval. It uses “Column chart”
(each time x-value is displayed as column with height of y-value) or “Line
series chart”. An example of typical usage can be: “Monthly income-expense”,
“Daily number of new contracts”, . . .
3.6.5 Single Value Widget
A single value computed from collected data. This can be for example “Actual
number of unresolved contracts”, “Actual financial balance”, . . .
3.6.6 Widgets As Placeable Elements
The dashboard can be divided into “grid layout” – an unspecified number of
rows and from one up to three columns. Each widget has defined the width and
the height – how many columns and rows it takes. Widgets can be arranged
as needed.
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3.7 The End-User Mobile Application
As has been noted, the visualisation is proposed as “mobile friendly”. The con-
cept of the dashboard, widgets are also considered mainly for mobile devices.
The mobile application provides these basic functionalities:
• The dashboard with widgets.
• The list of process instances.
• The real-time process instance visualisation.
In the enterprise, the dashboard and widgets will be most likely predefined
by eligible employees (e.g. business analysts). The end-users (e.g. managers)
will only have access to the dashboard at “read-only” mode – they will not
be allowed to edit widgets. This implies that within the Business Intelligence
Service and Data Aggregation Service the data queries and the widgets are
defined. The mobile application takes these definitions and display them.
Within these services, the default arrangement of widgets is defined. The
end-users can rearrange them as they want.
The users can also list all process instances and view visualisation of them.
Also, the application offers the currently running instances, where the user will
see visualisation in real-time.
3.8 Another Visualisation Approaches
The main approach how visualise processes were explained. However, there
are many other ways how to provide “look” at the data and processes.
3.8.1 OCD with Summary Information
At the beginning of this chapter has been said, that OCD is not suitable for
real-time visualisation, but it still has a valuable information and it can be
suitable for another approach.
On top of the diagram, the collected summary of information can be shown.
For example on top of each transaction can be the summary of success rate –
the ratio between accepted and failed transactions. The example is shown at
fig. 3.7.
3.8.2 Heat map
An interesting visualisation is heat map. The OCD can be used again. The
heat map can display various information. For example, for each transaction is
collected average “executing time” – the time how long execution phase takes
to finish. The more waiting time it is, the more heat around transaction is.
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Figure 3.7: OCD with summary information
In other words, more heat means more red colour around. This can be easily
used to indicate “bottle-necks” within defined processes – to find problematic
transactions where the improvements steps are required. An example is show
at fig. 3.8
Figure 3.8: OCD heat map example – average executing time
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Chapter 4
Proof of Concept
To verify proposed approaches, the mobile application as proof-of-concept was
implemented. For verification was chosen especially process instance visuali-
sation.
The given application offers:
1. Process instance visualisation with simulated data
2. Concept of dashboard
Frstly the used technologies are introduced. Then the brief architecture of
mobile application and implementation itself are explained. In the end, the
issues with implementation are described.
4.1 .NET Platform
For implementation is used .NET platform and programming language C#.
The .NET is free, open-source and cross-platform framework for building many
different types of applications [20]. There is a lot of frameworks within plat-
form, such as WPF for building native desktop applications for Windows or
ASP .NET framework for building websites and server-side applications. Also
there is cross-platform Xamarin framework for building mobile applications.
These all frameworks were used to implement proof-of-concept.
4.1.1 .NET Standard
Earlier years within .NET platform was problem with many different imple-
mentations of .NET itself. There was the “original” (full) .NET. Then a newer,
open-source and cross-platform version .NET Core and third was Xamarin.
Each platform have different base libraries and if developers wanted to share
code between these platforms, there was a lot of work to do.
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Figure 4.1: The .NET platform overview [21]
The new approach was introduced [21]. The .NET Standard is the unified
platform which defines set of APIs that each .NET subset platform must
implement. This allows to developers easily share code and write libraries
that can be used anywhere. The great graphical summarization is shown at
fig. 4.1. Actual version is .NET Standard 2.0. The newer version 2.1 will be
introduced within Q2 2018.
4.1.2 .NET Core
The .NET Core is open-source, cross-platform version of .NET Framework. It
is new and highly frequently updated framework which becomes very popular.
It has many “ports” of frameworks from full .NET such as ASP .NET or Entity
Framework – an Object-Relationship-Mapping tool for databases.
4.2 Xamarin
Xamarin is platform for developing native mobile applications in cross-platform
way. Developers use C# language and .NET Standard to implement mobile
application. When the application is being build, the code is compiled to
native platform code.
Following summarization is taken from [22]:
• On iOS, C# is ahead-of-time (AOT) compiled to ARM assembly lan-
guage. The .NET framework is included, with unused classes being
stripped out during linking to reduce the application size. Apple does
not allow runtime code generation on iOS, so some language features
are not available.
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• On Android, C# is compiled to IL and packaged with MonoVM. Unused
classes in the framework are stripped out during linking. The application
runs side-by-side with Android runtime.
• Windows and UWP use directly C# and included .NET.
Within Xamarin there are two main approaches how to build applications
(see fig. 4.2). First one is commonly called “Xamarin Native” or “Xamarin.*”
where * is targeted platform. With this approach, the code for business logic
is written independently from target platform, but user interface for each
platform is implemented separately with native approaches (e.g. for Android
developer uses XML based declarations).
Figure 4.2: The Xamarin.* vs. Xamarin.Forms [23]
Figure 4.3: The Xamarin.Forms control renderer [23]
Second one is called Xamarin.Forms, which is build on top of first one and
allows to define user interfaces in cross-platform way. Developers use XAML,
the declaration language similar to XML to define user interface. When appli-
cation is being build, defined controls are transformed to native controls. This
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transformation is done through concept called “Control renderer”. Within
shared library, an interface for control is defined. On each platform is imple-
mented renderer which transforms given control to native one. An example is
shown at fig. 4.3.
4.3 Another Used Technologies
The implementation is divided to two parts. First one is mobile application
and second one is server-side, the concept of Data Aggregation Service.
For server-side implementation was chosen ASP .NET Core – a newer
version of ASP .NET, framework for creating server applications (services,
REST API, . . . ) and websites.
Within ASP .NET Core a web application was created and library SignalR
was chosen for real-time communication between clients and server.
4.3.1 SignalR
Figure 4.4: How SignalR works [24]
According to [24] SignalR is: “a library for ASP .NET which offers adding
real-time web functionality to applications. Real-time web functionality is the
ability to have server code push content to connected clients instantly as it
becomes available, rather than having the server wait for a client to request
new data”. SignalR handles “many things” for developers automatically, such
as connection management or choosing transporting types. SignalR firstly try
to use WebSocket and if it fails, automatically fall back to older transports.
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On the server, developer defines a Hub. Hub defines contract which clients
will use and communicate through. On the client-side, developers creates Hub
Proxy – connection to specific Hub. The example how it works is shown at
fig. 4.4.
4.4 Implementation Decisions
For implementation were chosen a quite new and interesting technologies and
combinations of them. The .NET Standard is for now the only one right way
how to create shared C# back-end. Older approaches with Portable Class
Library (PCL) are deprecated and Xamarin recommends to use .NET Stan-
dard. Although it is recommended and PCL are deprecated, many problems
occurred. More discussion about problems with implementation is in the end
of this chapter.
For mobile-application was chosen Xamarin.Forms for this reasons:
• Author has many experiences with XAML from similar frameworks such
as WPF or Universal Windows Platform.
• Xamarin.Forms are more faster for developing with cross-platform way
– the user interface is written once.
Xamarin.Forms offers many prepared controls for use, but for creation of
process instance visualisation a custom controls were created.
A many different approaches were tried. First one was edit already existing
controls, but it was found, that it is not suitable. Another approach was to
find existing controls, which resulted to, that the requirements are too specific
and required controls do not exists. Third option was to use some basic 2D
engine for custom drawing and rendering. The third option seemed as best
option to do, so it was chosen.
4.4.1 SkiaSharp
SkiaSharp library [25] provides a way how to quickly and easily do custom 2D
drawing. It is used for process visualisation. Each transaction box is custom
control created with SkiaSharp’s canvas – a place-holder for custom drawings.
Each transaction link is also custom controls made with this library.
4.4.2 Syncfusion Controls Library
Syncfusion Controls Library [26] adds many new controls to Xamarin.Forms.
The Dashboard uses this library for its various types of charts.
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4.4.3 Simulation Cases
Main goal of proof-of-concept is to verify that proposed visualisation approach
is usable. In real-world usage, many other systems and services must be
developed. Also there is not any “real-world” data source. For this reason,
the simulation approach was chosen. As base model is chosen Rent-A-Car
company. From RAC model several simulation cases are preapred.
4.5 Implementation Details
Only fundamental implementation decisions and circumstances are described.
At the fig. 4.5 is shown “high-level” architecture of application:
Core.Business
Mobile
.Android
Shared
.iOS UWP
Server
Tests
Figure 4.5: The implementation packages
Core.Business – The Data Domain Model is placed here, because mobile
and server applications use it. Also classes for simulations and XML
parsers are there.
Server – The simple ASP .NET Core with SignalR application for serving a
simulation data.
Mobile.Shared – A shared part of Xamarin application. All business logic
and user interface are implemented here.
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Mobile.Shared.Android – A Xamarin.Android project. There are Android
specific implementations and initialization for Xamarin.Forms. Also all
the graphic assets (logo, icons, . . . ) are placed in this project.
Mobile.Shared.iOS – A Xamarin.iOS project. Same purpose as Mobile.Shared.Android.
Mobile.Shared.UWP – A Xamarin.UWP (Universal Windows Platform) project.
Same purpose as Mobile.Shared.Android.
Tests – Package contains several unit tests for Core.Business.
4.5.1 The Dashboard
As has been said, Dashboard uses several charts from Syncfusion library. Each
chart is predefined and customized for better look.
4.5.2 Simulation Cases
Each simulation cases is defined as XML file. Because creating and writing
testing data within XML is not so comfortable, the simple utility was imple-
mented. The utility allows interactively define new simulation case.
Each simulation case has three parts:
• First part defines Actors – the instances of Actor Roles.
• Second part defines Process Instance with Transaction Instances.
• Third part defines simulation chunks. Each chunks store one or more
Events.
When simulation case runs, every “simulation step” new chunk is loaded
and all events from chunk are returned to client. With this approach, it can
simulate incoming data from real data source.
The utility allows to define chunks and events with interactive editor,
where user can simply fill transaction id, event type, time creation and type
of C-Act. An example of simulation case:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Simulation Name="Case02">
<Actors>
<Actor Id="1" ActorRoleId="1" FirstName="George"
LastName="Lucas" />↪→
<Actor Id="2" ActorRoleId="2" FirstName="George"
LastName="Lucas" />↪→
<Actor Id="3" ActorRoleId="3" FirstName="Bob"
LastName="Freeman" />↪→
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<Actor Id="4" ActorRoleId="4" FirstName="Alice"
LastName="Freeman" />↪→
</Actors>
<ProcessInstance Id="1" KindId="1" StartTime="01-02-2018
15:34:23" ExpectedEndTime="01-02-2018 15:34:23">↪→
<TransactionInstance Id="1" KindId="1" Identificator="T1"
CompletionType="0" ProcessInstanceId="1" InitiatorId="0"
ExecutorId="0" ParentId="0">
↪→
↪→
<TransactionInstance Id="2" KindId="2" Identificator="T2"
CompletionType="0" ProcessInstanceId="1"
InitiatorId="0" ExecutorId="0" ParentId="1" />
↪→
↪→
</TransactionInstance>
<TransactionInstance Id="3" KindId="3" Identificator="T3"
CompletionType="0" ProcessInstanceId="1" InitiatorId="0"
ExecutorId="0" ParentId="0">
↪→
↪→
<TransactionInstance Id="4" KindId="4" Identificator="T4"
CompletionType="0" ProcessInstanceId="1"
InitiatorId="0" ExecutorId="0" ParentId="3" />
↪→
↪→
<TransactionInstance Id="5" KindId="5" Identificator="T5"
CompletionType="0" ProcessInstanceId="1"
InitiatorId="0" ExecutorId="0" ParentId="3" />
↪→
↪→
</TransactionInstance>
</ProcessInstance>
<Chunks>
<Chunk>
<Event Type="0" TransactionId="1" TransactionKindId="1"
RaisedById="1" Created="01-02-2018 09:00:00">↪→
<CompletionChanged Completion="Requested" />
</Event>
</Chunk>
<Chunk>
<Event Type="0" TransactionId="1" TransactionKindId="1"
RaisedById="4" Created="01-02-2018 09:01:00">↪→
<CompletionChanged Completion="Declined" />
</Event>
</Chunk>
<Chunk>
<Event Type="0" TransactionId="1" TransactionKindId="1"
RaisedById="1" Created="01-02-2018 09:01:10">↪→
<CompletionChanged Completion="Quitted" />
</Event>
</Chunk>
</Chunks>
</Simulation>
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4.5.3 Process Visualisation
The process instance visualisation is done as follows:
1. Simulation case is loaded through SimulationProvider.
2. Process instance from simulation case is passed to GanttChartBuilder.
This class is responsible for creating Transaction Boxes and Transaction
links controls and wiring them together.
3. Created controls are inserted to RelativeLayout control. This control
allows to place controls relatively to another.
A note about the Transaction Box Control. It derives from SKCanvasView,
which comes from SkiaSharp. The class provides method OnPaintSurface
which is called every time when the graphics must be refreshed. An argument
SKPaintSurfaceEventArgs provides SKCanvas which contains methods for
basic 2D drawing.
4.6 Application Testing
The mobile application, as a whole product, was tested manually. Several
people got acquainted with the application. The main part of the manual
testing was done on process visualisation, where the main issues were with
usability.
Based on this manual testing and response from testers, the whole concept
of visualisation was modified several times.
• Application force landscape orientation for process visualisation. The
portrait orientation is not useful.
• The time-line size is bigger due to the fact, that earlier version had the
too small font and it was barely readable.
• As has been said in chapter 3, the first intent was to wire time-line and
transaction boxes together. First implemented concept showed that due
to the smaller screen sizes, the user must often scroll to get information
– it was unclear and unusable. The result is nearly two independent
parts where each serves another purpose.
4.7 Implementation Issues and Consequences
The implementation uses .NET Standard 2.0. This version is recommended
for new Xamarin applications. But many used libraries, such as SkiaSharp
(which is originally written as PCL) are ported to work within .NET Standard.
During implementation many issues occurred, especially with Xamarin and
SignalR library.
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4.7.1 Xamarin.Forms Issues
As has been said there are two main approaches how to develop with Xamarin
platform. For implementation was chosen Xamarin.Forms. During implemen-
tation many issues with compatibility, run-time errors and bugs occurred.
Although Xamarin platform is not new and it is well used, there are still
many issues, which make development very hard, sometimes nearly impossible.
There are few common issues. For example:
• Sometimes shared code behaves differently on each platforms. For exam-
ple, simple selecting item within ListView control (a list of items which
is scrollable). On UWP platform, the ListView selected different item
than the real one.
• Debugging application hangs with unknown errors.
• Many issues with compiling XAML and “fake” error messages.
Fortunately, this issues are addressed and they are in repairing process.
These issues led to, that only Android platform is tested. UWP platform
was during development omitted due to incompatibility with current version.
The iOS platform was omitted at the beginning, because development for this
platform requires device with macOS.
In the end, result is that Xamarin.Native could be a better approach.
Xamarin.Forms are really great for form-based applications, but if developers
want something really specific, it is better to define user interfaces within each
platform separately.
4.7.2 SignalR Core Issues
The SignalR for now is in the development process. Although it is supported
with .NET Standard 2.0 during development was find out, that there are
incompatibility issues between SignalR Core, .NET Standard 2.0 and Xamarin
platform. Again this issue is reported and it will be repaired with version 2.1
which will come out in Q2 2018.
This issue led to two things:
1. The server-side and mobile clients are separated. On the mobile client,
the fake embedded server is included – simulation are loaded within
mobile application itself and it behaves like server communication.
2. The server side is implemented and tested through simple JavaScript
client, which works as expected.
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4.8 The Result
The goal of implementation was successfully completed, despite the described
issues. The process visualisation is implemented and proofed with prepared
simulation cases. The mobile application is implemented as “Mobile Service
for Rent-A-Car company”. Following figures show the result.
Figure 4.6: The Dashboard (on the left) and the menu (on the right)
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Figure 4.7: The predefined simulation cases
Figure 4.8: The process visualisation
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Conclusion
Theoretical foundations were introduced in the introduction and first chapter.
The existing BPM solutions which are commercially used were described in
second chapter. The goal of thesis was mainly propose a way how visualisa-
tion of processes defined within DEMO can be done. A few approaches were
introduced. Then followed explanation why chosen approach is the best for
the visualisation.
The possibility of real usage was proofed through mobile application. The
goal was to provide an approach, a simple to use and to understand, which
seems to be accomplished. The visualisation is highly inspired from widely
used Gantt charts, which are popular mainly in task-management. Also the
concept of widgets within dashboard was described. These widgets provides
user high valuable overview of collected data which can really help to improve
their business.
Future steps
A visualisation itself could be defined more universally and could provide
a detailed approach how any enterprise system can be mapped to defined
DEMO models. As has been noted, a few existing solutions based on DEMO
exist. The really next step could be to include this visualisation approach
into existing BPM solutions based on DEMO. Thanks to this step a complete
BPM solution could exists.
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AppendixA
Acronyms
BI Business Intelligence.
BPM Business Process Management.
BPMN Business Process Model and Notation.
BPMS Business Process Model Systems.
CTU Czech Technical University.
DEMO Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations.
EO Enterprise Ontology.
KPI Key Performance Indicator.
OCD Organization Construction Diagram.
PCL Portable Class Library.
PSD Process Structure Diagram.
RAC Rent-A-Car.
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AppendixB
Content of Enclosed CD
readme.txt...............................Brief CD content description
src
impl................................... Implementation source code
thesis ...................................LATEX source code of text
text
thesis.pdf................................Thesis text in PDF form
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